CARDINALS AND GRAY HOPES TO GAIN FOURTH VICTORY IN GAME WITH MANHATTAN

Coach McCarthy expects to use same lineup as last week against New York.
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Brig Allen, and Bob Nelson, as forwards, Captain Bernard Broderson, left center, and George Lawrence, and Dave Mounter, on the defense, are expected to lead the Cardinal charge. Allen, a two-year veteran, and Nelson, on forward at Coffey and Mounter, will probably get into the game later.

Manhattan Line-up Announced

Mike Marucci, a six foot five inch center forward, is predicted as Manhattan's leading threat. However, the Manhattan team is led by Captain Broderson in attack and by Captain Vincent Kennedy, both veteran of two years, and the forward position, the center of attack, has been strengthened by the return of a senior, who has not worked with the team since the beginning of the season, and who has been expected for some time to bring the necessary experience to bear.

These other Manhattan men who are expected to start have had two or three years' experience in Intercollegiate basketball. In addition to Marucci and Kennedy, the team is expected to include as least one other experienced man, who has been with the team all season, and who has been on tour.